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"Use This Awesome New Set Of Tools To Create Premium Quality.  Web graphics like check marks,

bullets, badges, etc.  Social media icons for Facebook, Twitter, Gigg, etc.  Icons for your software

applications, videos, powerpoint presentations, etc.  Logos for your websites,  All kinds of badges and

seals,  And more all in a just few minutes!" You can create literally 1,000's of different 3D icons... each

one in just a few clicks. These are really high quality and polished templates... there are no jagged edges

or pixelation, and they look really professional. Exactly what you get...    1. Icon Templates You get 18

pre-made templates (9 round and 9 square). Each of these templates comes pre-installed with some

different shapes like checkmarks, text, and other signs. They also come pre-styled with some nice layer

styles and nice color combinations. So you don't have to know anything about design... just add your own

signs or text to the templates, and you're done.    2. Layer Styles To make it super easy for you to edit the

templates, you're getting over 200 layer styles to quickly and easily style your icons with just a few clicks.

You can apply these layer styles to any part of the above templates, and create literally 100's of 1,000's of

different looks. (And of course, you can use any other layer styles you already have.)    3. Action Scripts

You get 4 actions scripts for turning the icons into 3D: "Circle Left", "Circle Right", "Square Left" and
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"Square Right". You also get 5 resize actions to quickly and easily resize your icons into 200 pixels, 100

pixels, 75 pixels, 50 pixels, and 25 pixels. All it takes is a click of the mouse to run these actions, and you

get amazing effects in seconds.    4. Video Instructions This product is really simple to use, and literally

takes just a few minutes to get started. But you still get step-by-step video instructions to be up and

running right away.    5. Ready Made Sales Page A ready made sales page in english and german

language with all images. Just upload to your server and sell.    6. Privacy Policy-, Earnings Disclaimer-,

Terms and Conditions Page.    7. PDF Install Instructions and a Master Resell Rights License.  You need

Adobe Photoshop 6 or higher to use this product.  Works on both PC und Mac. We are authorised

Reseller and in the possession of the necessary licences for this product. Therefore we do not offend

against the copyright! For the software & scripts no Support can be performed! Please visit our Tradebit

Digital Store web-produkte-com.tradebit.de
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